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SPACE AND MISSILES

 Kelly twins’ year-in-space study
yields data
BY JONATHAN G. METTS 

 The Life Sciences and Systems Technical Committee advances technologies 
required to keep people healthy and safe as they explore space.

 Astronaut Scott Kelly 
self-administers a fl u vac-
cine on the International 
Space Station as part of 
NASA’s Twins Study. 
NASA

 

I
n April, the journal Science published multidis-
ciplinary results of “The NASA Twins Study: A 
multidimensional analysis of a year-long human 
spacefl ight.” This broad suite of bioastronautics 

research focused on a pair of identical twins, both 
now retired astronauts, Scott and Mark Kelly. For 
the 27 months of study, numerous samples and 
metrics were voluntarily collected from the broth-
ers before, during and after Scott’s 340-day mission 
aboard the International Space Station. The par-
ticipation of both twins allowed Mark to become 
a genetically identical baseline against which to 
compare the spacefl ight-induced changes that 
Scott experienced throughout his year in space. 

The study examined epigenetic changes, 
which are the body’s reaction to an environment 
through selective expression of genes. Post-land-
ing samples helped researchers learn that while 
living in space does affect gene expression in myr-
iad ways, most of those changes reverse within 
a few months of returning to Earth. Conversely, 
some epigenetic consequences of long-duration 
spacefl ight appear to be permanent. Identifying 
which genes are most affected, and when those 
expressions onset and stabilize, may lead to per-

sonalized treatment, such as gene therapy, to pre-
vent or reverse adverse effects.

Immunity has long been a concern for astro-
nauts, not least because microbes reproduce differ-
ently in microgravity. Researchers are also learning 
more about the human immune response in space; 
for example, the twins study found that a fl u vac-
cine can be administered and effectively provide 
immunity in space. This encouraging result is offset 
by fi ndings that Scott Kelly’s immune response and 
infl ammation were negatively affected by the stress-
es of landing and reintroduction of Earth’s environ-
ment after long-term adaptation to spacefl ight.

Telomeres are the critical end sections of our 
chromosomes, thought to be related to aging and 
other biological processes. Scott Kelly’s white 
blood cell telomeres unexpectedly lengthened 
in space, but were then shorter than their orig-
inal length upon his landing and eventually re-
turned to baseline length after a few months on 
the ground. These results suggest that long-term 
spacefl ight may affect aging and other aspects of 
genetic stability. NASA is planning follow-up stud-
ies to further confi rm and characterize these pre-
viously unknown effects.

Researchers also found that signifi cant cog-
nitive degradation develops over a year in orbit 
and then remains after months of adaptation 
back to conditions on Earth. Metrics that don’t 
seem to recover quickly, if at all, are particularly 
concerning to NASA mission planners, who need 
to keep a fl ight crew healthy and savvy for Mars 
surface operations after enduring several months 
in deep-space transit.

In October, NASA sought industry feedback 
on plans to eventually outsource its new space-
suit for lunar and planetary exploration, named 
xEMU. The agency is committing to build and 
test the fi rst suits of this new design, already 
many years into development. These initial, NA-
SA-produced suits will be fl own on ISS in 2023 
and are scheduled to be worn when humans once 
again walk on the moon as early as 2024, as part 
of the Artemis 3 mission. Looking beyond, NASA 
plans to hand over subsequent suit production to 
industry partners, and its solicitation addresses 
commercialization of suit upgrades, tools, vehi-
cle interfaces and spacewalk opportunities for 
non-NASA customers.

NASA astronauts Jessica Meir and Christina 
Koch performed the fi rst all-female spacewalk 
in October. They installed a new power charging 
unit outside the ISS. NASA had planned an all-fe-
male spacewalk for March, but those plans were 
deferred for lack of a second medium-size torso 
piece of the American spacesuit, known as the ISS 
Extravehicular Mobility Unit . ★


